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Description

The Emergency Safety Shower it self is protected against frost and suitable
for outdoor use. The water suply pipe from the suply to the Safety Shower
needs to be protected against frost (cold temperatures). This is something
you can organize your self, but we can offer you also a suitable solution.
We can suply you with an extra piece (length of your choice) of tracing
which is available at the water suply of the Safety Shower and can be
positioned along the water suply pipe. Afterwards you only need to insulate
this pipe piece. When you like to have also a solution for this as well, than
we have a ready to use solution for you. This is our MB 700 module which
you can see next to this option. This is a frost protected piece which is
insulated and electrical trace tape heated including a quick and simple
connection piece in order to connect onto the Safety Shower.
The tracing is already electrically connected for you into the junction box and
doesn’t give you any extra work, the ending of the tracing has been treated
appropriate as well of course.
This option is recommended by us for our trace tape heated models like; MB
250 / MB 200 / MB 60 / MB 65 / MB50 OD / etc. to be added, but is also
possible with other models from us, like for example our Tank Showers
series or to be supplied as separate pieces with a length of your choice.
The power of the tracing is 10 Watt per meter and can be standard
connected to 230 V (other specifications are possible). A thermostat can be
suplied as well when you like. This option is also available in a Flame Proof /
ATEX solution.

Product information

Extra tracing
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